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I
recently led a Working
Class Convoy for Change
through Pennsylvania and

Indiana.We visited work sites
and held union meetings at
Teamster halls throughout
both states and I was able
to talk to a variety of BLET
and BMWED members about
the election.

I am proud to say that our
members support our deci-
sion to endorse Sen. Barack
Obama for president. As one
member put it, “I know
Obama from his work in
Illinois and he is for working
families.”Obama’s strong con-
cern for the health and welfare
of working men and women
is one of the principal reasons
we endorsed him earlier this
year. Our country is suffering
and it has been suffering for
the past eight years under
President Bush.We need to
make a change.

A vote for McCain in
November would be a vote for
a third Bush term. Make no
mistake: McCain was on
Bush’s bandwagon as far as
under-funding our nation’s
national passenger railroad,
Amtrak. McCain is a friend
of big business and he cares
little for working families.

Obama is the kind of man
we need in the White House.
A man who understands
working family values, who
chose to represent working
people and who has promised
us he would re-examine the
disaster that has been the
North American Free Trade
Agreement. The thousands of

jobs that have been lost, and
the thousands of working
families who have been
pushed aside is unpardonable.
We must make a change in
November. I urge you to make
a contribution to DRIVE or to
the BLET’s political action
committee. In order for us,
and our partners at Change to
Win, to create the kind of
tidal wave of support that we
need to vote Obama into
office, every dollar is needed.

For your families, your
brother and sister members,
and yourselves, support Sen.
Barack Obama in the election
this fall.
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Preparing for Amtrak in 09

FROM THE GENERAL PRESIDENT
JAMES P. HOFFA

INTHIS ISSUE | SUMMER 2008

I
n March, the members
of the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Engineers and

Trainmen (BLET) overwhelm-
ingly ratified their new con-
tract with Amtrak. This major
accomplishment put an end to
the nearly eight years of stall
tactics by Amtrak, restored
back wages and ensured wage
increases until the agreement
expires in 2009.We were
fortunate that the Presidential
Emergency Board (PEB) came
back with worker-friendly
recommendations. The PEB’s
decision, contrasted with the
zero-funding alternative that
President George Bush wanted
to impose, was a true victory
for working families.

Now that both the BLET
and our brothers and sisters
from the Brotherhood of
Maintenance of Way
Employes Division (BMWED)
also have an agreement with
Amtrak, we need to focus on
the 2009 negotiations. These
agreements put us on strong
footing, but we will need to

collaborate on bargaining
strategies and research. The
Teamsters Rail Conference will
be a crucial part of the process
and we look forward to pro-
viding the support you need.

As reported in this issue
of Rail Teamster, members of
the Huron and Eastern
Railway now have a first con-
tract with their parent compa-
ny, Rail America.When they
first asked about the BLET
representing them in 2006,
the union answered the call,
so it is a great accomplishment
to have ratified a new contract
that provides wage and
benefit increases. Plus, this
is the fourth union contract
with Rail America in recent
years.

This spring the Department
of Transportation issued
new regulations for the
construction of tank cars.
Tom Pontollilo, the BLET’s
Director of Research, collabo-
rated on the article in this
issue that explores the hidden
dangers of tank cars both in
their construction and how
they are handled on the rails.

The BLET and BMWED
will be teaming up to organize
a record number of new
members on short lines in the
coming year. The need is great
since there are more than
100,000 not-yet-unionized
employees of short lines all
over the United States. It will
be terrific when we are able to
welcome these members into
the Teamsters Rail Conference.

Senator Barack Obama – the
Candidate for Working Families
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Jim Hoffa, Teamsters General President, visited
numerous Teamster work sites in Ohio prior to their
primary election in early March. Hoffa met up with
Obama at a Cleveland warehouse where hundreds of
Teamsters greeted the next U.S. president and were
able to pose with him for photographs. Meanwhile,
Teamster volunteers in Toledo, Cincinnati, Columbus
and Cleveland visited work sites in the days leading
up to the primaries.

And prior to the Pennsylvania primary in April,
Teamster volunteers canvassed neighborhoods. “We
went door to door talking to union members and
handing out Obama for president materials,” said
Jeffery Johnson, a member of the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Engineers and Trainmen (BLET) and an
employee of SEPTA in Philadelphia. “The first thing
we did was go to locations where Teamsters work
and handed out union materials about Obama there.
I think our work made a great difference in
Pennsylvania. A lot of union members have felt disen-
franchised in past elections. But I believe that Obama
has really attracted people from all over, especially
young people. It’s all about unity. This was the first
election I’ve worked on and it was really rewarding
for me.”

Conferences and Divisions
Mobilized to GOTV
Once the Teamsters had endorsed, the Department of
Field Action asked all trade divisions and conferences
to provide support. Johnson was part of the BLET
team that helped with the get-out-the-vote (GOTV)
program across Pennsylvania.

“I think we made a difference in the labor vote
and the white male vote,” said Christy Bailey, the
Director of Field Action. “When we started off,
Obama was down by double digits. We helped nar-
row that gap. Our goal in Pennsylvania was to keep
within 10 points and we accomplished that.”

In Indiana there were a couple of teams of rail
members based in Gary and Indianapolis. Jeff
Bainter, one of four regional legislative coordinators
for the Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way
Employes Division (BMWED) was based in
Indianapolis.

“We had a base at Teamsters Local 135 and did a
lot of house calls to union members in Change to
Win unions,” Bainter said. “Our group totaled about
20 and we knocked on doors and canvassed to talk to
people about Obama.”

“We made it a priority for our members,
particularly our legislative coordinators, to help out
wherever they were needed,” said Danny Gates,
BMWED Director of Government Affairs. “I know
we even had some members from Illinois who helped
out in Indiana due to the crucial race in that state. I
heard from our teams that Jim Hoffa’s visits in

Working Family Values Central to Election
Obama Supports Amtrak, Whistleblower Protections, Security Training

• Sen. Obama is an original
sponsor of the Employee
Free Choice Act;

• Sen. Obama will require
13 (c) bargaining protections;

• Sen. Obama supports mandatory
and comprehensive security train-
ing for railroad workers;

• Sen. Obama supports the extension
of whistleblower protections to
transportation workers;

• Sen. Obama supports the
elimination of limbo time;

• Sen. Obama opposes the
outsourcing of inspections of trains
entering the United States; and

• Sen. Obama has promised
to fight for Amtrak funding.
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Since the Teamsters General Executive Board endorsed
Sen. Barack Obama’s candidacy for president in February,

members nationwide have become involved in the electoral
process. Rallies, house calls, telephone banks and other
activities have been organized in key states, including Indiana,
Ohio and Pennsylvania.



. . .with the same values favoring the rich,making
it easier for companies toabandon this country

andship jobs overseas,” Hoffa said.

Indiana helped turn the tide and convince a lot of union
members to back Obama in the election.”

John Tolman, the BLET’s National Legislative
Representative and Vice President, presented a PowerPoint
program to legislative conferences held in Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Indiana and other states entitled, “The Road to the
White House.” “Letting our members know that Sen.
Obama is the best candidate, that he is a supporter of
rail labor initiatives, and that he understands the concerns
of working families, is our priority,” Tolman said.

Working Class Convoy Rolls In
Hoffa, who had visited work sites in Ohio and
Pennsylvania, traveled through Indiana in the Working
Class Convoy for Change. Beginning in Hammond, the
convoy went to Gary, Fort Wayne and Indianapolis,
stopping along the way to meet with members at work
sites and in union halls. The convoy had four Teamster
18-wheel trucks.

“We saw the convoy roll into Hammond and it was
very impressive,” said Tim Petty, a BMWED member and
an employee of the METRA commuter line out of
Chicago. “I had been volunteering at Local 142 for a few
days and having Jim Hoffa stop by for a visit was a great
boost for us. I work in the Chicago area and know about

Obama’s work as a senator in Illinois. I think as president,
Obama will get the country back on track. He’s for work-
ing families and I will do whatever our union wants me to
do in order to get Obama elected.”

Gary and Hammond, Indiana proved to be a key area
for Obama supporters in the state. Obama won the coun-
ties surrounding these cities handily, and this helped him
keep a near majority of the votes. Ultimately Indiana was
won by Sen. Hillary Clinton, but only by a small margin.

Throughout the state convoy stops, Hoffa met with
members fed up with the current White House and
ready for a change. “A McCain presidency would just be
a third Bush term, with the same values favoring the
rich, making it easier for companies to abandon this
country and ship jobs overseas,” Hoffa said. “We cannot
allow for another Republican presidency. Working
families have carried a heavy burden for too many years.
We need to vote for change in the general election
in November.

“McCain not only sided with Bush in his bid to
de-fund the Amtrak system, but he also voted for the
North American Free Trade Agreement,” Hoffa said.
“McCain has a history of voting pro-corporate and
against working families. The guy is completely out of
touch with what unions do for American families.”

“AMcCain presidency
would just be a third Bush term,
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and work environment during our next round of
negotiations.”

“With the new contract our wages were finally brought
up to parity with the freight carriers and other commuter
systems nationwide,” Harris said. “We had significantly fallen
behind what others were paid.”

Work Rules Preserved
Not only was back pay restored, but the new contract
preserved work rules from the prior contract. “The central
core of any rail contract is the work rules,” Kenny said. “And
we are on solid ground with our wages now despite the up
and down economic forecasts we are besieged with from
rail carriers.”

Chris Dort, an engineer with VRE, agreed that preserving
the work rules made the Amtrak agreement palatable to more
members. “I thought a Republican PEB would give us a bad
decision. It’s the first time I’ve seen a PEB recommendation
come back in favor of labor. The agreement may not be perfect,
but we were so far behind the eight ball we had to take the best
we could get.”

In the Midwest, engineers working in Kansas City, St. Louis
and Iowa ratified the contract by a majority as well. “It was a
long and arduous journey to get to the agreement, and it was the
best we could get,” said Steve Tuck, Midwest regional chairman
for the Amtrak general committee of adjustment. “The health
care costs were a bitter pill to swallow, but they are like every-
thing else that’s going up in price. But to have a new agreement
that preserves our past work rules is a very good benefit for
all of our members.”

Amtrak crews in the Seattle area were in favor of the new
agreement, according to David Estes, local chairman of Division
60. “I’d say about 95 percent of the guys out here voted for the
agreement.We didn’t have any work rule changes and we got a
substantial wage increase. Finally, our pay is what it should be.
Although now we have to pay a monthly contribution for health
care, whereas before we didn’t pay anything, it’s all part of a
national problem. Our family’s health care costs are high with
my wife and three children and the prescriptions and co-pays.
Hopefully health care costs and insurance will be addressed with
the next president.”

Preparing for a Future at Amtrak
Although some bargaining goals were not met in the new
Amtrak agreement, many substantive issues were.

“There will be other collective bargaining goals that need
to be addressed with Amtrak, but our new agreement was a
huge step forward,” Kenny said. “For instance, we need to estab-
lish a sick day policy so that our members can take care of their
families. And the fact that senior employees and retirees were
denied back pay is something we also plan to address.

“Now our engineers can join their brothers and sisters at
the Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employes Division
(BMWED) and the other rail labor unions who have the peace
of mind that comes from a new, fair contract,” Kenny said.
“I repeatedly read articles about how more and more people
are choosing to ride Amtrak instead of flying or driving, partly
to save fuel but also just because they want a more relaxing
way to travel. Amtrak is growing and we will be part of if for
the long haul.”

engineers and trainmen working
on the Amtrak system nationwide voted to approve a new
contract. It had been eight long years since the expiration of
the last agreement, so the time was ripe.

“The new Amtrak contract is a step in the right direction,”
said Ed Rodzwicz, President of the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Engineers and Trainmen (BLET). “Our negotiating committee
fought long and hard with Amtrak about a new contract
focused on improvements to wages and benefits. With the
next round of contract negotiations just two years away we
are already preparing for a coordinated and forceful negotiating
strategy.”

In December 2007, the Presidential Emergency Board
(PEB), filled with members appointed by President George W.
Bush, recommended wage increases, back pay and other benefit
increases. This was a complete turnaround from previous deci-
sions from the White House about Amtrak. One example was
that President Bush had requested zero funding for Amtrak in
2007, a move that was subsequently overturned by Congress.

“In all our years dealing with a Republican president we could
never have predicted an outcome such as this one,”Rodzwicz
said.

The new Amtrak agreement expires on December 31, 2009
and contains:

• Immediate wage increases of more than 20 percent;

• Continuation of current health and welfare plan;

• Annual physical exam is a new benefit;

• Life insurance benefit will be increased to $20,000; and

• Accidental death and dismemberment benefit will be
increased to $16,000.

“We never expected the PEB to be as union-friendly as
they turned out to be,” said Mark Kenny, General Chairman
of the Amtrak General Committee. “For our members to
finally be at a wage level that is competitive with other transit
systems and freight rail lines is the most important piece of
progress in this new agreement.”

New Agreement Lays Foundation
Carlyle Smith, a member and Vice Local Chairman of Division
482, said that the contract was long overdue. “Now we have
terms and we are getting the back pay that we are entitled to,”
Smith said. “Hopefully the training programs will be updated.
For instance, I’ve seen how valuable it is to our more senior
members to have had freight rail training in the past. I think it
would be a good addition to our training program.”

Smith and other members of Division 482 are engineers for
the Maryland Area Regional Commuter (MARC) rail system
which runs from Washington, D.C.’s Union Station to Baltimore
and other cities and towns in Maryland. Similar to MARC, the
Virginia Railway Express (VRE) contracts with Amtrak for
engineers on its lines running from Washington, D.C. to towns
in Virginia.Washington, D.C.’s Union Station is a hub of all
three: Amtrak,VRE and MARC. Therefore the effects of finally
having a contract were felt on Amtrak nationwide, and on
related commuter rail lines.

“I think the new contract is a step in the right direction
for us,” said Herbert Harris, an Amtrak engineer and member
of Division 14 in Washington, D.C. Harris also serves as the
BLET’s D.C. legislative board chairman. “The PEB ruling
laid a foundation for us to have a more substantive conversa-
tion with Amtrak about compensation, health and welfare,
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Amtrak Agreement Ratified by BLET Members
Wages Brought to Par i ty with Fre ight L ines

In March,
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Huron & Eastern
Engineers

First Contract Members of the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Engineers and
Trainmen (BLET) have ratified

their first-ever collective bargaining
agreement with theHuron& Eastern
Railroad (H&E), a RailAmerica short
line headquartered inVassar,Michigan.
The four-year agreement was ratified

onDecember 17, 2007, andwent into
effect on January 1, 2008. The agreement
covers approximately 25members and
provides general wage increases of 2
percent per year (8 percent over the life
of the contract) in addition to bonuses
earned through the company’s profit
sharing program.The agreement pro-
vided a 3 percent wage increase from
December 17 toDecember 31, along
with the annual 2 percent wage increase
that went into effect on January 1.
“The new agreement provides an

estimated $10,000 annual increase that
goes into effect during the first year of
the contract for each BLETmember,”
said Justin Bradt, acting local chairman
for theH&E engineers. Bradt, a six-year
member,works as a qualified locomo-
tive engineer and holds a regular run
out of Arthur Station in Bay City,
Michigan.

Proud to be BLET
Prior to selecting the BLET as their
designated collective bargaining repre-
sentative onMay 11, 2006,workers at
theHuron& Eastern were nonunion
“at-will”employees. Being at-will
offered no job security for any of the
workers–a tough place to be at any time,
and especially in today’s economy.
It took almost two years to obtain the

first contract, but one BLETmember
said it was worth the wait.

Ratify
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“I like the contract,” said John Sutton,
an H&E locomotive engineer since 1998.
“We are all happy with the BLET. It is a
good starting contract.”

Members have always been proud of
the work they’ve done at the H&E but
now they’re also proud to belong to the
BLET and the Teamsters.

“We chose the BLET to help us get this
contract, and I have to say it was a great
decision,” Sutton said.

Agreement Provides Security
Dan Lorenz, an H&E engineer who
worked on the contract negotiations, said
the new contract provides security for
members.

“The big reason we organized and
wanted to get in a union was to create a
policy, structure and guidelines to hold
management accountable,” Lorenz said.
“The new contract gives us those protec-
tions.”

Midway through the negotiating
process, the railroad’s parent company,
RailAmerica, was sold. It provided a reali-
ty check for the members and showed
how quickly their work environment
could change.With no work rules or ben-
efits in writing, it became more impor-
tant than ever to obtain a quality union
contract.

“The new owners didn’t have to honor
the policies of the past owners,” Lorenz
said. Bradt said the workers didn’t have

problems with management, but that it
was important to finally secure work
rules and benefits in a written contract.

“We went from a work environment
based on verbal policy to one with
specific rules in a written agreement,”
Bradt said.

Increased Pay
On January 1, BLET members were
switched from an hourly rate of pay to
a basic day rate. The daily rate of pay is
for 10 hours of work, and overtime is
paid at a rate of time and a half for work
over and above 10 hours per day.

“We like the daily rate mainly because
of the increased pay,” Sutton said.

The contract also contains a “work
safe” provision that allows members to
earn quarterly bonuses for avoiding
workplace injuries. Payments under the
work safe program are awarded on an
individual basis and could be as high as
$780 per quarter.

In terms of profit sharing, members
have the right to opt out of the program
if it does not meet their expectations. In
lieu of profit sharing, members would
earn a general wage increase of 3 percent
per year.

Members also will receive back pay in
the form of profit sharing payments that
were withheld during negotiations.
Lorenz said the negotiating process lasted
between 18 and 24 months, and during

that time management withheld profit
sharing to use it as a bargaining chip at
the negotiating table. Members will
receive profit sharing payments from
six previous quarters, which could total
several thousand dollars for some.

Health Care and Benefits
In terms of health and welfare, the
new contract maintains medical benefits,
but they are now under Blue Cross/Blue
Shield. Members will also receive dental
benefits and vision benefits. The retention
of medical benefits is critical in the
dangerous world of railroading.

Lorenz said the creation of a guaran-
teed extra board was a good benefit for
members.

“Now we have an assigned day off
per week,” Lorenz said. “That is huge.”

Guaranteeing days off was a main
reason the membership ratified the
agreement.

“Prior to the agreement, we had
no set days off,” Bradt said. “We had to
burn vacation days if we wanted to
schedule a doctor’s visit or spend time
with the family.”

Scope Rule Defines
Work Assignments
The H&E contract contains an
important scope rule that defines work
assignments by craft.

“The work is spelled out and assign-
ments aren’t left to the whim of manage-
ment,” Bradt said. “The rule is important
for numerous reasons, including safety.
The BLET agreement now ensures that
the most qualified workers perform safety
sensitive duties.”

“The scope rule assigns work by craft
of locomotive engineer or conductor,”
Bradt said. “We used to have non-railroad
employees doing the work of railroad
employees.”

Union work should be performed by
union members–this is a critical compo-
nent of any Teamster contract.With the
railroads it is even more important
because of the potential for shoddy work
to translate into a fatal accident.With
millions of people riding the rails and
tons of hazardous chemicals traveling the
rail system, it is imperative that union
members perform the necessary mainte-
nance and run the trains. There is no rea-
son for subcontractors to do the work
union members were trained for.

H&E Now Part of Regional and
Short Line General Committee
In terms of BLET organizational struc-
ture, the H&E membership now belong
to BLET Division 327 and they are a part
of the new Regional and Short Line
General Committee of Adjustment, which
was formed in early 2007.

RailAmerica is one of the largest
short line owners in the United States
and Canada. It operates 41 railroads that
service approximately 7,800 miles of
track. The BLET already represents mem-
bers at five other RailAmerica properties.

In 1986, RailAmerica purchased the
Huron & Eastern, which represented its
first rail acquisition. The short line oper-
ates 174 miles of rail line. In January
2004, RailAmerica purchased the Central
Michigan Railway and combined it with
the Huron & Eastern, creating a com-
bined railroad with approximately 250
miles of track.

The rail line interchanges with
Saginaw Bay Southern (formerly CSX
lines) in Saginaw; the Lake State Railway
in Bay City, Michigan; the Canadian
National Railway in Durand, Michigan;
and the Great Lakes Central Railway in
Durand. Its lines service massive grain
elevators about every 20 miles and its
major customers including Consumer
Energy in Essexville and four Pioneer
Sugar plants.

BLET members operate locomotives
hauling goods such as grain, coal, lumber,
sugar beets, molasses and various other
agricultural items. The railroad also serves
Dow Chemical in Midland, Michigan,
which boasts one of the largest chemical
complexes in America outside of
Louisiana and Texas.

BLET Gains More Ground at RailAmerica



Working Together
The General Chairman workshops have been helpful, informa-
tive and popular among BLET members.

“The classes, stared in 1992, have proven to be extremely
beneficial to the General Chairmen and Vice Chairmen respon-
sible for handling arbitration cases, which in turn benefits the
membership in the degree of professionalism in which their
grievances or discipline cases are handled,” said Bill Walpert,
BLET National Secretary-Treasurer and Director of the BLET’s
Education and Training department.

“Recently, officers and staff members of the BMWED have
been invited to participate in the classes. Their participation
helps the entire class because they are able to add a maintenance
of way perspective that was previously unavailable,”Walpert
said. “The Education and Training Department is a source of
pride for all BLET members. The railroad industry is one of the
most heavily regulated in the United States, so it is important to
make sure you have a well-trained and well-educated member-
ship.”

The Education and Training Department conducts the
workshops in conjunction with the BLET’s Arbitration
Department. Rick Radek, BLET National Vice President and

Director of Arbitration, has a good working relationship with
Steve Powers, BMWED Director of Arbitration. They recently
discussed the possibility of some of the staff from the BMWED
Arbitration Department attending the workshop. Both
determined the recent workshop in St. Louis was the best
opportunity for the first-ever joint meeting.

About the Workshop
The workshop focused on some BLET-specific areas, such as
denial of engineer certification and recertification issues.
However, there were many areas of training that were applica-
ble to both unions, such as duty of fair representation under
the Railway Labor Act, including common law damages, public
policy, and other aspects of remedies in arbitration cases.

“The workshop met, if not exceeded, my expectations,”
said Kevin Evanski, one of the BMWED Arbitration staff
members who attended the joint workshop. “It was good.
There was a lot of information and all of it was good. They
were all pertinent topics, and only available in this type
of forum.”

Peter Kennedy was the other BMWED staff member who
attended.

“I appreciated the opportunity to be at the workshop,”he said.
“I can’t wait for the next invitation to a course put on by the BLET.”

A week before the workshop, study material was mailed out
to the attendees to read so that they could hit the ground
running when the class started.

The Railway Labor Act was discussed and gone over in
detail. With the BMWED members in attendance the parts of
the RLA that pertained to them was also discussed.

Workshops Exceeded Expectations
Due to overwhelming interest, the joint BLET-BMWED work-
shop was actually the third General Chairman workshop the
BLET has held in the last 13 months. In fact, the first two
workshops became full within the first 24 hours after they were
announced (class size is limited to 15).

“These classes should be mandatory,” said Alan Holdcraft, a
Regional Chairman for the BLET’s BNSF (ATSF) General
Committee of Adjustment. He is Local Chairman of BLET
Division 776 in Galveston, Texas, and has belonged to the
BLET since February 1, 1980.

Due to membership feedback, the Education and Training
Department has decided to change the format for the next
General Chairman workshop. “The new workshop format will
focus on elements of good, persuasive writing of arbitration

submissions, while the current workshop focuses on remedies
in arbitration, ” said Ken Kroeger, coordinator of the BLET
Education and Training department.

“I learned all about common law damages, which is
something that has invaded our property,” said Mickey Quinn,
General Chairman of the BLET’s Long Island Rail Road General
Committee of Adjustment and member of BLET Division 269.
“This workshop came in the nick of time for us. The issue of
common law damages is something all General Committees
of Adjustment should be made aware of because it is directly
affecting us.”

“The workshop exceeded my expectations and should
have been longer,” said Rodney Cutlip, 2nd Vice Chairman
of the BLET’s Norfolk Southern-Northern Lines General
Committee of Adjustment. “The proper writing principles
and common law principles were the most interesting to me.”

Spirit of Solidarity
Walpert said he hopes the joint workshops are a sign of closer
ties with the BMWED.

“We are hopeful that this joint participation of BMWED
and BLET will spread to other aspects of both organizations.
We know that our Advisory Board and the BMWED’s
Executive Board have the same goals in mind.”

W
hen the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers
and Trainmen (BLET) and the Brotherhood of
Maintenance ofWay Employes Division

(BMWED) affiliated with the Teamsters,members were
promised the benefit of two unions working together
under the umbrella of the Teamsters Rail Conference.
Members have not been disappointed.Working

together under the Rail Labor Bargaining Coalition,
BLET and BMWED leaders helped negotiate a new
national freight rail contract in 2007, which was ratified
by a widemajority. BLET and BMWED leaders also
worked together on the legislative side and lobbied for
rail safety legislation andAmtrak funding legislation.
Members of the BMWED recently attended a work-

shop conducted by the BLET’s Education and Training
Department at Union Station in St. Louis. It marked the
first time in history that representatives of the BMWED
attended a BLETworkshop.
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he Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way
Employes Division (BMWED) and Brotherhood
of Locomotive Engineers and Trainmen (BLET)
joined forces in representing the interests of Rail

Conference members during the months-long National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) investigation of the
October 20, 2006, derailment of Norfolk Southern (NS)
Train 68QB119, in New Brighton, Pennsylvania.
Following the derailment, the BMWED and BLET were
granted party status by the NTSB for the purpose of pro-
viding regulatory, technical and operational expertise to
the investigation.

Rick Inclima, BMWEDDirector of Safety, and Carl
Fields, BLET Safety Task Force member, represented the
Rail Conference in performing the investigation and
worked cooperatively together throughout the process.
BMWED and BLET each filed written submissions to the
NTSB outlining proposed findings, proposed probable
cause and proposed recommendations. Each submission
brought a unique labor perspective to the investigation;
with BMWED bringing its expertise to bear on matters
of track safety and inspection and BLET contributing
its expertise and knowledge on matters related to train
operations, operating rules, and the transportation and
placement of hazardous materials cars.

Often, particularly in past media coverage, the rail
carrier’s viewpoint of an accident is highlighted.
Collaboration between the BMWED and BLET over
the past few years, however, has begun to shift news
coverage to capture the labor side of accidents –similar
to the collaboration in this accident investigation.

Accident Synopsis
At 10:41 p.m. Eastern Daylight Time on Friday, October
20, 2006, NS train 68QB119, en route from the Chicago
area to Sewaren, New Jersey, derailed while crossing the
Beaver River railroad bridge in New Brighton,
Pennsylvania.

The train consisted of a three-unit locomotive
pulling three empty freight cars followed by 83 tank
cars loaded with denatured ethanol, a flammable liquid.
Twenty-three of the tank cars derailed near the east
end of the bridge, with several of the cars falling into
the Beaver River. Of the 23 derailed tank cars, about 20
released ethanol, which subsequently ignited and burned
for about 48 hours.

Some of the unburned ethanol liquid was released
into the river and the surrounding soil. Homes and
businesses within a seven-block area of New Brighton
and in an area adjacent to the accident were evacuated
for two days. No injuries or fatalities resulted from the
accident. NS estimated total damages to be $5.8 million.

The NTSB investigation of this accident identified
safety issues in the following areas:

• Ultrasonic rail inspection and rail defect
management;

• Oversight of the internal rail inspection process and
requirements for internal rail inspection; and

• The placement of hazardous materials cars in trains
for crew protection.

Derailment
Investigation

t
NTSB Determines Inadequate Rail Inspection to Blame
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Federal Regulations
Federal Railway Administration (FRA) regulations
require railroads to conduct a continuous search
for internal rail defects on certain classes of
track. Testing for rail defects is done by ultrason-
ic/induction testing by an automated track
inspection vehicle. If the person assigned to
operate the rail defect detection equipment
determines that, due to rail surface conditions,
a valid search for internal defects could not be
made over a particular length of track, the test
on that particular length of track cannot be con-
sidered as a search for internal defects under FRA regulations.
If a valid search for internal rail defects cannot be conducted
due to rail surface conditions or for any other reason, the
track owner, before the expiration of time or tonnage limits
outlined in the regulation,must:

(1) Conduct a valid search for internal defects;

(2) Reduce operating speed to a maximum of 25 miles
per hour until such time as a valid search for internal
defects can be made; or

(3) Remove the rail from service.

According to information derived from the investigation,
about a year and a half before the accident and without consult-
ing the FRA,NS issued new instructions to their inspection con-
tractor for inspecting rail for internal defects. Those instructions
permitted the operator of the test equipment to essentially
ignore any loss of return signal, known as a “loss of bottom,” as
long as the continuous loss of signal distance did not exceed five
feet of linear rail.

The NTSB investigation determined that the initiating defect
that caused the rail fracture was located in a length of rail that
had a loss of bottom signal during the last internal rail flaw
inspection. Contrary to the regulatory language requiring a
“continuous search,” the operator of the test vehicle did not
stop the inspection vehicle for a re-inspection or to hand inspect
the rail due to the procedural instructions provided by NS
regarding their self-determined five-foot “exemption.”

At a public hearing held onMay 13, 2008, the Chairman of
the NTSB,MarkV. Rosenker, said,“Norfolk Southern was not
conducting a continuous search of their rail for internal defects,
which left segments of rail uninspected and in service indefinite-
ly. This accident illustrates the importance of having a compre-
hensive rail inspection and maintenance program that will
account for factors such as rail head wear and loss of signal
during internal testing.”

Safety Recommendations
As a result of its investigation, the NTSBmade the following
six safety recommendations:

To the Federal Railroad Administration:

1. Review all railroads’ internal rail defect detection procedures
and require changes to those procedures as necessary to
eliminate exceptions to the requirement for an uninterrupt-
ed, continuous search for rail defects.

2. Require railroads to develop rail inspection and maintenance
programs based on damage-tolerance principles and approve
those programs. Include in the requirement that railroads
demonstrate how their programs will identify and remove
internal defects before they reach critical size and result
in catastrophic rail failures. Each program should take into
account, at a minimum, accumulated tonnage, track geome-
try, rail surface conditions, rail head wear, rail steel specifica-
tions, track support, residual stresses in the rail, rail defect
growth rates and temperature differentials.

3. Require that railroads use methods that accurately measure
rail head wear to ensure that deformation of the head does
not affect the accuracy of the measurements.

4. Assist the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety
Administration (PHMSA) in its evaluation of the risks
posed to train crews by unit trains transporting hazardous
materials, determination of the optimum separation
requirements between occupied locomotives and hazardous
materials cars, and any resulting revision of 49 Code of
Federal Regulations 174.85.

To the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration:

5. With the assistance of the Federal Railroad Administration,
evaluate the risks posed to train crews by unit trains trans-
porting hazardous materials, determine the optimum separa-
tion requirements between occupied locomotives and haz-
ardous materials cars, and revise 49 Code of Federal
Regulations 174.85 accordingly.

To the Norfolk Southern Railway Company:

6. Revise your ultrasonic rail inspection procedures to
eliminate exceptions to the requirement for an uninterrupt-
ed, continuous search for rail defects.

The NTSB findings and recommendations closely mirror
several of the proposed findings and recommendations
submitted to the Board by Teamsters Rail Conference affiliates
BMWED and BLET. The Board’s recommendations to FRA will
affect virtually all railroads. The Teamsters Rail Conference
expects that railroads will be amending and tightening up
their internal rail flaw testing procedures accordingly. The Rail
Conference will also be actively tracking the Pipeline and
Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) evalua-
tion of the risks posed to train crews by unit trains transporting
hazardous materials. The PHMSA evaluation should include
a determination of the optimum separation requirements
between occupied locomotives and hazardous materials cars.

“It was great to work with Fields on this investigation,”
Inclima said. “Each of us brought specific areas of labor
expertise to the investigation as reflected in our individual

submissions. Being the ‘track guy,’ my focus was on track
inspection and internal rail flaw detection. Fields being the
‘operating guy’ really had a complete appreciation for the
hazards faced by operating crews in derailments involving
hazardous materials.”

“Working together with Rick Inclima as members of the
Teamsters Rail Conference, we are making an impact and
improving safety for our members,” Fields said.“I am particu-
larly pleased with the Board’s recommendation to the PHMSA
directing an evaluation of the risk posed to train crews by unit
trains transporting hazardous materials. It simply doesn’t make
sense for the regulation to require only one buffer car in a ‘unit’
train of hazardous materials, while requiring five buffer cars in a
mixed freight train when hazardous materials are present in the
train consist. This is a significant safety issue for operating
employees and I am pleased that this issue will finally get the
attention it deserves.”

“Carl really bulldogged the issue of ‘placement in train’ and
brought the buffer car issue into clear focus for the board,”
Inclima said.“We remained in close contact throughout the
investigation and during our drafting of submissions. I think we
complemented each others’ work, and we each learned a bit
more about each others’ craft-specific issues and concerns
during the process. Our cooperative work is reflected in the
board’s recommendations, which mirror several recommenda-
tions offered by BMWED and BLET in our submissions. It
again proves that what we do together in the Rail Conference is
superior to what each of us can do individually.”

A copy of the NTSB press release and a video of the May 13,
2008 board meeting is available at www.ntsb.gov.



Thousands of tank cars travel America’s rail system every day.Many of them

travel through the middle of major cities and residential neighborhoods.

Members of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers and Trainmen (BLET),

as the engineers guiding these tank cars, are the de facto first responders to any

accidents that occur. Due to concerns about the general safety of tank car con-

struction and handling protocols, the BLET’s Director of Research, Tom

Pontolillo, wrote the following article.

On April 1, 2008, the Pipeline and Hazardous
Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) and the
Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) published pro-
posed revisions to standards governing tank car safety that
would significantly increase rail safety. PHMSA is the fed-
eral agency responsible for regulation of pipeline and haz-
mat transportation, and FRA oversees safety in the rail-
road industry.

In 2004 (the most recent year for which data is avail-
able) out of approximately 1.7 million hazmat shipments
by rail, there were 29 accidents in which a hazmat was
released. In these accidents, a total of 47 hazmat cars
released some amount of product, meaning that the risk
of a release was less than 0.003 percent. However, releases
involving certain types of hazmat, particularly those that
are poisonous-by-inhalation or toxic-by-inhalation (PIH
or TIH), have had disastrous conse-
quences.

A 2002 derailment in Minot,
North Dakota led to an anhydrous
ammonia release that killed one and
injured 333 others, with 11 serious
injuries. Damages, environmental
clean-up and other costs have
exceeded $11 million to date. A 2004
collision in Macdona, Texas that led
to a chlorine leak claimed the lives of
three, including BLET member
Heath Pape, and seriously injured 30
others. The price tag for this acci-
dent topped $6.5 million.

The most tragic of these acci-
dents is the 2005 collision and
chlorine leak in Graniteville, South
Carolina, which killed BLET mem-
ber Chris Seeling and eight others.
Another 554 people were injured,
75 of whom were hospitalized. If
this accident had occurred in the
middle of the day, instead of the
middle of the night, the number of
casualties most likely would have been
significantly higher. Monetary damages and costs are
well over $300 million, and vital public services were
interrupted for days in the aftermath of the accident.

All but one of the deaths in these three accidents was
caused by toxic releases, which were caused by tank cars
being breached during the derailments and collisions.
Congress addressed these accidents by directing the FRA
to study the dynamic forces on tank cars under accident
conditions, and to initiate a rulemaking to develop and
implement appropriate design standards for pressurized
tank cars.

In addition to undertaking and completing the study,

FRA held four public meetings between May 2006 and
March 2007, at which the BLET and other stakeholders
proposed ways to reduce the risks posed by PIH/TIH
shipments. These efforts have been paralleled by FRA
research and development into optimizing the manufac-
ture, operation, inspection, and maintenance procedures
for the hazardous materials tank car fleet, and examining
railroad operating practices and the use of technologies
designed to increase overall railroad safety.

Strengthening and Updating the
TIH Tank Car Fleet
The proposed rule would revise current hazardous mate-
rials regulations governing tank cars to:

• Establish a maximum speed limit of 50 mph for all
railroad tank cars used to transport PIH materials;

• Establish a maximum speed limit of 30 mph in
non-signaled (i.e., dark) territory for all railroad
tank cars transporting PIH materials, unless the
material is transported in a tank car meeting the
enhanced tank-head and shell puncture-resistance
systems performance standards contained in the
proposed rule;

• As an alternative to the maximum speed limit of
30 mph in dark territory, submission for FRA
approval of a complete risk assessment and risk
mitigation strategy establishing that operating
conditions over the subject track provide at least

ENG INEERS , GENERAL PUBL IC BENEF I T
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FRA Seeks to Improve
Tank Car Safety



an equivalent level of safety as that provided by
signaled track;

• Require that railroad tank cars used to trans-
port PIH materials be manufactured to meet
enhanced performance standards for tank-
head and shell puncture-resistance systems;

• Mandate the expedited replacement of tank
cars used for the transportation of PIH materi-
als manufactured before 1989 with non-nor-
malized steel head or shell construction; and

• Provide an allowance to increase the gross
weight on rail for tank cars designed to meet the
proposed enhanced tank-head and shell punc-
ture-resistance systems performance standards.

The new requirements are based, in part, on an
FRA analysis of data from chlorine incidents between
1965 and 2005, and anhydrous ammonia incidents
between 1981 and 2005. This analysis studied those
incidents resulting in loss of product from head and
shell punctures, cracks and tears. The analysis led to
the following conclusions:.

• A disproportionate number of those incidents
occurred in dark territory, as compared to the

percentage of total train miles in dark territory;

• At the time of these accidents, the median
train speed was 40 mph and the average speed
was 38 mph;

• Approximately 80 percent of the losses
occurred at speeds greater than 30 mph; and

• No catastrophic losses of chlorine occurred at
speeds below 30 mph.

FRA’s research demonstrated that the speed at
which a train is traveling has the greatest effect on the
closing velocity between cars involved in a derailment
or other accident situation. In general, the secondary
car-to-car impact speed is approximately one-half that
of the speed of the train at the time of the collision or
derailment. Limiting the operating speed of tank cars
transporting PIH materials is one method to impose a
control on the forces experienced by these tank cars.

The enhanced standards would require tank cars that
transport PIH materials in the United States to be
designed and manufactured with a shell puncture-resis-
tance system capable of withstanding impact at 25 mph
and with a tank-head puncture-resistance system capa-
ble of withstanding impact at 30 mph. Further, these
enhanced performance standards are proposed in tan-

dem with an operational speed restriction of 50 mph.
Because, as FRA’s analysis indicates, the secondary

car-to-car impact speed in a derailment or collision
scenario is approximately one-half of the train speed
at the time of collision or derailment, designing and
constructing tank cars to withstand shell impacts of at
least 25 mph and limiting the speed of those tank cars
to 50 mph will ensure that in most instances, the car
will not be breached if it is involved in a derailment or
other type of accident.

More Work Needs to Be Done
On April 9, Rail Conference President Ed Rodzwicz
applauded FRA’s efforts in improving tank car
safety. “This Proposed Rule represents a signifi-
cant step in preventing accidents such as those
in Minot, Macdona and Graniteville,” Rodzwicz
said. “We also congratulate FRA for recognizing
that a stronger tank car is only one piece of the
puzzle, and we will continue to work with FRA
to improve safety in other areas, such as the
implementation of switch point detection tech-
nology in dark territory.”

In addition to pursuing other avenues to
enhance rail worker and public safety when
extremely hazardous materials are shipped by
rail, PHMSA and FRA need to make further
adjustments to the proposed rule. The process
by which a railroad could seek approval for an
alternative mitigation strategy for dark territory
lacks transparency. Further, the comments in the
preamble to the proposed rule addressing the
preemptive effect of the rule improperly attempts
to interpret the law in a narrow way that could

negatively impact railroad workers in the future
and needs to be rewritten.

The agencies have scheduled four public
meetings on the proposed rule, all of which
were held in Washington, D.C. The May 14
hearing focused on issues related to the
transportation of chlorine, and a session the
following day pertained to issues related to
the transportation of anhydrous ammonia.
These two PIH materials constitute almost
80 percent of the total rail tank car PIH
shipments each year.

The morning session of the May 28 meet-
ing focused on the transportation by railroad
tank car of PIH materials other than chlorine
and anhydrous ammonia (e.g., ethylene

oxide, anhydrous hydrogen fluoride, sulfur dioxide,
hydrogen chloride, etc.). The afternoon session
addressed issues including the operational restrictions
proposed, the role of the Association of American
Railroads’ Tank Car Committee, and the impact of
heavier tank cars on railroad infrastructure.

The final session, on May 29, was intended to pro-
vide an opportunity for all interested parties to present
general comments related to the proposed rule and/or
any relevant concluding remarks. The formal com-
ment period for the proposed rule closed on June 2,
and the Rail Conference and its affiliates will continue
to be active in this rulemaking. A final rule may be
published by the end of the year.
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published in the BLET newsletter, the Swoap family received
donations from Florida, Oklahoma and Canada.

“The support has gotten bigger than we ever expected,”
Swoap said.

Cutlip said the union plans to ask for more donations at
the upcoming BLET Eastern Union Meeting Association con-
vention near Toledo in July.

About TCS
Treacher Collins Syndrome affects approximately one
out of 50,000 people. It can be a mild, moderate or severe
case. TCS affects the development of bones and tissues in
the face. In severe cases, underdevelopment of the facial
bones may restrict an infant’s airway,

causing potentially life threatening
respiratory problems.

When Ty and his twin brother Drew
were born on January 29, 2004, Drew
was totally normal but Ty was unable to
breath. His airway was too small and
his nasal passages were not formed. At
only four days old, Ty had his first of
many surgeries—a tracheotomy to
allow for a secure airway without using
a ventilator.

TCS can be inherited through a gene
or be a spontaneous mutation.
Approximately 40 percent of the time a
parent has the condition, and passes it
on to their child. The other 60 percent
of cases result from a new mutation of a
TCS gene.

Ty had several follow-up surgeries
to open his nasal passages and airways to
improve his breathing. Another problem
was the small size of his lower jaw—a
common problem caused by TCS. Ty
had problems eating because his jaw was
so small and had trouble taking a bottle
as a baby.

You Can Help
Other organizations are also lending a hand. Proceeds
from the Second Annual Andy Burris Memorial Poker Run
and Party will be donated to the Swoap family to help pay
for Ty’s surgeries. Local firefighters held a car wash to
support the Swoaps, and a bowling fundraiser is also in
the works.

In addition to the 14 surgeries he has already had, Ty
will probably need another 10 surgeries before he reaches
the age of 18. If you would like to help Ty and his family,
you can make a donation at any Key Bank to the Ty Swoap
Benefit Account, or visit www.tyswoap.com to find other
ways to help.

embers of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers and Trainmen

(BLET) are coming together from all across the country to support Ty Swoap,

the 4-year-old son of a BLET member who suffers from a rare disease.

M

Lending a Helping Hand

Ty has already undergone 14 surgeries in his young life. Ty suf-
fers from Treacher Collins Syndrome (TCS), a condition that
causes facial deformities, breathing problems, hearing prob-
lems and a host of other health-related issues.

Ty has undergone operations to open breathing passages
and jawbone reconstruction—all related to TCS.

Ty’s father, Jake Swoap, is a Norfolk Southern (NS) locomo-
tive engineer and member of BLET Division 385 in Toledo,
Ohio.While BLET contracts provide the Swoap family with
top-notch health care benefits, some of the procedures that Ty
needs are not covered. The family also must travel to see vari-
ous medical professionals, and those travel expenses for the
family of six aren’t covered by insurance.

That means mounting medical expenses for the family
(Swoap, his wife Karlyn, and their four children, including Ty),
and more surgeries for Ty.

“We put it all in perspective,” Swoap said. “If Ty is happy
and healthy and enjoying his family, then all of his surgeries
are for the best.”

Necessary Surgeries
Ty was born without ears. The family will travel to California
three times this summer to see a specialist who will make and
attach ears for Ty. Each trip will take 10 days.

“They will help to hold his hearing aids,” Swoap said.
The lower jaw surgery was a tremendous help for his

breathing. “His airways are 100 percent better now,” Swoap
said. “He didn’t sleep much at night before because his
tongue would block his airway. Now, after the surgery, he’s
so much better.”

Help from the Union
Railroad workers are a tight-knit group. They spend so much
time working together that coworkers are like extended family
members. It was this closeness that prompted Swoap’s cowork-

ers to offer assistance.
“We knew the family was having a tough time and we

wanted to do something to help,” said Rodney Cutlip, one of
Swoap’s coworkers and Local Chairman of BLET Division 385.
“We’re trying to bring this disease to light. No child should
have to go through this.

“The family has a long road ahead, and they’re part of our
family,” Cutlip said. “We’re doing what we can.”

Swoap hired out on the NS in 1994. He works out of the
NS yard in Toledo with some over-the-road trips.While he
would earn more working over the road full time, he elects to
work in the yard in order to be home each night to be with
Ty and the rest of his family.

Support Rolls In
To help the Swoap family with their medical expenses,
members of Division 385 helped organize a fundraiser called
“Ty’s Magical Night of Hope.”

Approximately 600 people turned out for the event, which
included a dinner and silent auction. Many local businesses
donated prizes for the auction.

“Without medical attention, Ty would confront life-threat-
ening health issues,” said Tim DuBois of Division 385, who
helped organize the fundraiser. “Ty is a happy, compassionate
and determined child. He has overcome many challenges in his
four years of life.”

Event organizers say they were able to raise several thou-
sand dollars to help the Swoap family pay for medical expenses
and for travel to the various doctors.

According to J.T. Falk, a member of Division 385 and
co-organizer of the event, Division 385 created a web site for
people to learn more about Ty and Treacher Collins
Syndrome, at www.TySwoap.com.

Swoap said the union has been incredibly supportive.When
information about Ty was posted on the BLET web site and
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Senator Obama understands the challenges working
people face every day. He is the candidate in the
best position to lead our movement to restore the
American dream for working people in this country.

Senator Obama will fight for better wages, real
health care reform, stronger retirement security, fair
trade and an end to the outsourcing of good jobs.
He understands the importance of giving workers
a voice at work and will fight for strong unions to
help rebuild America’s middle class.

“Senator Obama will fight to rebuild our transporta-
tion infrastructure,”said Jim Hoffa. “He will work
with us to address critical issues from our rails to our
port, highways and airports. We need a president who
is focused on rebuilding America and Barack Obama
will be that president.”

Visit the official Teamsters
for Obama web site to:
• Purchase official Teamsters for Obama gear

• Contribute to DRIVE

• Sign up to volunteer

• Register for e-mail updates

• Keep up with campaign events

• Download fliers

• Register to Vote

www.TeamstersForObama.com

Access TeamstersforObama.com
today using your members-only
password: Obama08

Send your tax-deductible
donations to:

Disaster Relief Fund
c/o International
Brotherhood of Teamsters
25 Louisiana Ave. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001

Give to the Teamsters Disaster Relief Fund

A Helping Hand

Photos via AP Wide World

TEAMSTERS SUPPORT OBAMA
www.TeamstersForObama.com


